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3. Delphic Hymn

Percussion: rhythmic, Alto Saxophone: recitative

*S. Cymbal

Wood block

*Percussion: rhythmic, Alto Saxophone: recitative
Songs for Epirus - Alto Saxophone
Songs for Epirus - Alto Saxophone
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4. Fiesta

Slow and free

Fast - Greek Dance

Songs for Epirus - Alto Saxophone
Songs for Epirus
for Alto Saxophone and Percussion

1. Songs in the Old Manner

Dinos Constantinides
Songs for Epirus - Percussion

Fast
In the rhythm of a Greek Dance

Marimba
Songs for Epirus - Percussion
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64
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2. The Dance

Greek Dance

Songs for Epirus - Percussion
Songs for Epirus - Percussion

Fast
S.cym.
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94
S.cym.
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Songs for Epirus - Percussion

3. Delphic Hymn

\[ \text{\( \frac{1}{2} = 69 \)} \]

\begin{align*}
\text{Wood block} & \\
\text{Vibr.} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
P & \\
S & \\
P & \\
S & \\
P & \\
S & \\
P & \\
S & \\
P & \\
\end{align*}

*Percussion: rhythm, Alto Saxophone: recitative
Songs for Epirus - Percussion

Wood block

S

P

Wood block

S

P
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4. Fiesta

Slow and free

Fast - Greek Dance

Songs for Epirus-Percussion
Songs for Epirus-Percussion
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Songs for Epirus-Percussion

Slow and free
S. cym.

S. cym.
Vibr.
Songs for Epirus-Percussion

S. cym.

Very Slow

S. cym.

S. cym.

S. cym.

S. cym.

S. cym.